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CHAIR’S OBSERVATIONS

`How can I get in?´
BY david Foster

What happens when you can’t get to your front door?
If someone has parked carelessly; left uncollected
garden or domestic waste in your path; or if you’ve
moved house and the removal company have left
your belongings blocking the way? Recently BMAG
suffered something similar during the Paradise
building works when the contractor needed to
replace the paving outside its main portico entrance.
The direct route from Victoria Square was suddenly
blocked! Visitors and staff (including the Friends
office staff) had to find their way in all round the
Artist’s impression of the miniBrum Entrance

Council House block. Despite valiant attempts at
installing temporary signage, many visitors found it
hard to access the building. It is quite likely that some
of you will have had to stand in as impromptu local
guides to help bewildered visitors find their way to
our city’s flag-ship museum!

This recent focus on access re-emphasises how
important it is that future plans for BMT’s sites help
visitors to reach the galleries and other display
spaces. BMAG suffers particularly severely because
of the building’s age and the way it has developed

By the time you are reading this, the front entrance

over time. The exterior is gorgeous but the interior

to BMAG should have returned to something like

is bewildering, especially for the first-time visitor.

normal, albeit a new normal. And, whilst the signage

Even frequent visitors, including some Friends, can’t

may have improved, the direct route through from

always find the gallery they seek! Thinktank is better

Centenary Square may still not have been reinstated.

served, being a modern building, but pedestrians

It can be beneficial to have familiar surroundings shaken
up. Many valuable ideas and innovative creations arise
in just such circumstances. In the world of art, the
invention of photography seriously challenged painters
and encouraged the evolution of Impressionism and

approaching at garden level find themselves two
floors away from the main entrance. The recently
announced MiniBrum development at Thinktank
marks the first stage of a programme of improvement
works which include improvements to access.

other subsequent genres. In the world at large, it is most

BMT’s plans for the redevelopment of BMAG do

likely to be unpredicted and disruptive events which

address the challenges of access to the buildings

cause the shake-up: extreme bad weather; Brexit; and

and the collections which they house. As supportive

the threat of war are topical instances.

Friends, we shall continue to help the Trust in any way

In Birmingham, having the familiar shaken up is a
frequent occurrence. Most often this is self-inflicted

we can to make our splendid Museum sites appealing
and accessible to growing numbers of visitors.

(aka ‘planned’!). We had always known that the

Finally - reverting to the question at the head of

Paradise development would cause disruption in

this piece - to ‘get into’ the Friends of Birmingham

the city centre, and that it would affect BMAG in

Museums is really easy. Go to page 12, and follow the

particular. So what advantages might emerge from

instructions! n

this disruption?
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FRIENDS’ EVENTS

EVENT APPLICATIONS

Attingham Park ˜
`Christmas 1940´
(National Trust)

For members of the Friends, the event applications
will be included as a supplement in the centre of this
magazine. If you are not a member and would like

Date: Friday 8 December 2017

to apply for one of our events, send a letter to the

Cost: £27/£37 non-members (includes return coach

Friends’ Office address on page 3 stating: the title

and driver’s tip). NB. Entrance to Attingham Park is

of the event(s); and your name; address; telephone

not included so please bring your National Trust card

number; how many places you require; the cost;

with you; non-members must pay on the day.

the pickup point for coach trips; and any other

3 Pickup points: South Parade Car Park (opposite

relevant information. Include a cheque for the total

Plantsbrook School), Sutton Coldfield at 8:45am; Yateley

amount made out to ‘FBMAG’. Please also include a

Road, Harborne, B15 3JP at 9:15am; City Centre, outside

S.A.E. for the return of your tickets.

Birmingham Chest Clinic, Great Charles Street, B3 3HX

Please note: a new rate has been introduced for nonmembers who wish to attend Friends Outings. Nonmembers will now be charged a £10 supplement
(see prices for individual events below).

at 9:30am. Return at 4:30pm. Order of drop offs: Sutton
Coldfield; Colmore Road; and Yateley Road.
Attingham Park was built in 1785 for Noel, 1st Lord
Berwick, as a statement of wealth and importance
on the site of the previous house, Tern Hall. This fine

The Friends Office is manned on Mondays and

Georgian Mansion with intricate decoration, Regency

Tuesdays. If you have a query, please leave a

furniture and art, splendid stables and a Walled

message on the answer phone and we will be in

Garden as well as a Deer Park is only part of the

touch.

story – Attingham has been the setting for astutely
accumulated fortunes, flamboyant overspending and

Out˜of˜Hours Tour of
the RBSA´s Members and
Associates Exhibition

ruin, decay and desertion, devotion and melancholy.
It is a story of love and neglect, of changing fortunes,
revival and rediscovery! Discover more about its

Date: Tuesday 28 November 2017, 6:30-8:30pm

stories and explore the Mansion and Gardens on

Cost: £9/£12 non-members. The ticket includes a glass

this Group Visit. Experience a 1940s Christmas

of wine and a slice of pizza

at Attingham: uncover Christmas traditions from

Venue: Royal Birmingham Society of Artists, 4 Brook

the 1940s, discover the sights and sounds of an

St, Birmingham, B3 1SA; www.rbsa.org.uk

atmospheric, festively decorated 1940s Mansion,

Receive an exclusive out-of-hours tour of the RBSA

watch the deer being fed in the Park, and indulge

Members and Associates exhibition, with added

in festive treats in the newly refurbished Carriage

insights from the artists themselves!

House Café.
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Far Left: View of the Mansion at Attingham Park, Shropshire
Left: Autumn colours on the Mile Walk at Attingham Park, Shropshire

`Looking Up:
how we see further´

immigrant passengers. In dramatic fashion Andrew
looks at how the second Olympic Class liner, ‘Titanic’,
was built featuring the Midlands’ links with the liner.

Date: Tuesday 12 December 2017, 6-7pm
Speaker: Colin Hutcheson, Planetarium Officer,
Birmingham Museums Trust
Cost: £3 for Members of the Friends of Birmingham
Museums and the BMI/£5 non-members
Venue: John Lee Lecture Theatre at the Birmingham &
Midland Institute (BMI)
People have been looking up at the night sky, the Moon
and Sun for eternity, but it’s only in the past 400 years or
so that telescopes have been used to study them. They
have advanced our knowledge and understanding of
objects that have inspired poets and artists. Even today,
artists are still being inspired, notably Katie Paterson’s
‘Totality’ and Luke Jerram’s ‘Museum of the Moon’.
Planetarium Officer Colin Hutcheson will discuss how
our scientific discoveries have allowed artworks such as
these to be made, and what we now know about both
the Sun and the Moon – the most obvious members of
the solar system. In association with BMI and Thinktank.

`Titanic: Voyage into
Destiny´: Part 1 of 4 ˜
Building the Dream

`Weeping Angels ˜
interpreting the
symbolism of the
Victorian cemetery´
Date: Tuesday 16 January 2018, 6:30-8:30pm
Speaker: David Moore
Cost: £9/£12 non-members. The ticket includes a glass
of wine and a slice of pizza
Venue: Edmunds Lounge Bar, 106-110 Edmund Street,
Birmingham, B3 2ES; www.edmundsbar.co.uk
Symbols are a language that can help us understand
our past. As the saying goes, ‘a picture paints a
thousand words’: but which words? Understanding
our past determines, actively, our ability to understand
the present. Tonight, we take a journey back in time to
look at the symbolism found in Victorian cemeteries
and to try to understand what messages the living left,
to tell the story of their dead loved ones.

`The Camino de Santiago:
History & Revival´
Date: Tuesday 13 February 2018

Date: Monday 8 January 2018

Speaker: Rob Halley

Speaker: Andrew Lound

Cost: £9/12 non-members

Cost: £9/12 non-members

(includes entrance & refreshments)

(includes entrance & refreshments)

Meeting point: The AV Room (at the back of BMAG’s

Meeting point: The AV Room (at the back of BMAG’s

Gas Hall) at 10:30am for an 11am start

Gas Hall) at 10:30am for an 11am start
The White Star Line (WSL)’s great rival – Cunard – had
built the largest and fastest liners afloat and WSL’s
Managing Director wanted to compete on superior
terms across the Atlantic. A rivalry had developed
from the attempt by J. Pierpoint Morgan to control all

‘When in April the sweet showers fall... / Then folk do long
to go on pilgrimage... / To distant shrines well known in
distant lands. / And specially from every shire’s end / Of
England they to Canterbury do go.’
Geoffrey Chaucer, The Canterbury Tales

Atlantic shipping – an attempt foiled by Birmingham’s

The idea of ‘pilgrimage’ is enjoying something of

Joseph Chamberlain. Thus in 1907, along with Lord

a revival in the western world. At its peak in the

Pirrie, the idea of the Olympic Class liner was born.

Middle Ages it is estimated that there were between

Larger and more luxurious than any Cunarder, the

300,000 and 500,000 people on the paths, highways

new class of ship would attract the rich and the

and byways of Europe each year as they undertook
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Below: ‘Weeping Angels’ - Symbols are a language that can help us
understand our past: as the saying goes, “a picture paints a thousand words”:
but which words? - photo by David Moore
Right: ‘Looking Up: How We See Further’ - Metal Telescope
pilgrimage, and trudged along uncomfortably and at

as common then as now. As early as 400 AD there

considerable personal risk, to one of the Holy Places

were already arguments about the purpose and value

– Jerusalem, Rome, or Santiago de Compostella in

of going on a pilgrimage and real scepticism about

northern Spain. In addition to these three great

some of the practices and beliefs of the pilgrims; and

centres in Christendom there were many smaller

all that was a thousand years before Martin Luther

sites of pilgrimage in each country – Walsingham,

said similar things which led to the Reformation and

Iona, Glastonbury, and of course Canterbury in

Wars of Religion. On the lighter side, there is also

Britain. It was one such pilgrimage that gave rise to

some evidence that pilgrim clerics may sometimes

Geoffrey Chaucer’s ‘Canterbury Tales’, the earliest

have had more on their minds of an evening than

work of literature in English.

prayers and reciting the psalms. Chaucer’s ‘Canterbury

It’s one thing to undertake a walk of many hundreds
of miles today with all the benefits of comfortable

Tales’ may give us a clue. Then, as now, life’s tapestry
is rich.

clothing, equipment, decent accommodation and

After all the trials and tribulations, blisters and aching

comfortable travel, but why on earth did they do it a

muscles, that sense of achievement on arriving at the

thousand years ago? What motivated them? What was

chosen destination echoes down the centuries. But

their thinking and what were the practicalities of such

whereas the modern walker or pilgrim gets the bus to

a venture?

Santiago airport and is home in no time at all thanks

In this talk Robert Halley will explore who these early
pilgrims were; how they did it and why; and contrast
them with pilgrims or walkers today. Surprisingly

to low cost airlines, the medieval pilgrim was only half
way round. They had it all to do again in reverse as
they made their weary way home again.

perhaps we find that the concerns of the modern

`Making New
Medicines´

walker or pilgrim have much in common with his
medieval counterpart. Contemporary documents
show that ‘tourist tat’, and suspicion of ‘foreigners’
and their curious languages and eating habits, were

Date: Tuesday 6 March 2018, 6-7pm
Speaker: Professor David Williams OBE, FREng
Cost: £3 for Members of the Friends of Birmingham
Museums and the BMI/£5 non-members
Venue: John Lee Lecture Theatre at the Birmingham &
Midland Institute (BMI)
It is becoming clear that therapies applying human
cells, including stem cells, are promising for the
treatment of a number of diseases. Key targets
for them are genetic disorders, cancers, and the
consequences of ageing. There are many things to be
resolved before such therapeutics will be available
to large numbers of patients. These are complex
and broad ranging spanning biological and medical
science, ethics, and specific issues of regulation –
ensuring that these medicines work and are safe
– and reimbursement – how they are paid for and
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how much they are worth. Working out how to make

3 Pickup points: South Parade Car Park (opposite

these new living therapies is a central problem;

Plantsbrook School), Sutton Coldfield at 8am;

without effective manufacturing these therapies will

Edmund Street (close to BMAG) at 8:30am; or Yateley

not reach large numbers of patients.

Road, Harborne at 8:45am.

This talk will introduce the therapies, how they are
intended to work, and the process necessary to get
them to market. It will then particularly focus on the
manufacturing issues that need to be resolved – a key
area where the Midlands, given its rich manufacturing
heritage, could make a distinctive contribution.

The journey should take approximately 3 hours 15
minutes, with a 15 minute comfort break. Order
of drop offs: Harborne; Edmund Street; and Sutton
Coldfield. Only 25 tickets available
‘The Ey Exhibition: Picasso 1932 – Love, Fame, Tragedy’
is one of the most significant shows which Tate
Modern has ever staged, taking visitors on a monthby-month journey through 1932, a time so pivotal

Tate Modern, London:
`The EY Exhibition:
Picasso 1932 ˜ Love,
Fame, Tragedy´

in Picasso’s life and work that it has been called his
‘year of wonders’. 1932 was an extraordinary year
for Picasso, even by his own standards. His paintings
reached a new level of sensuality and he cemented

Date: Monday 19 March 2018

his celebrity status as the most influential artist of the

Cost: £40/£50 non-members (Art Fund members

early 20th Century. Over the course of this year he

£33/£43 - please bring your membership card) (Includes

created some of his best loved works, from confident

coach, entrance to the Exhibition and driver’s tip).

colour-saturated portraits to surrealist drawings,

NOVEMBER 2017 - JANUARY 2018
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Above: ‘Looking Up: How We See Further’ - Moon in the Daytime
developing ideas from the voluptuous sculptures

If you feel you require assistance at the airport

he had made at his newly acquired country estate.

please let Barbara know as soon as possible. Please

More than 100 outstanding paintings, sculptures

complete the application form in the usual way. This

and works on paper demonstrate his prolific and

will be paid for from the surplus.

restlessly inventive character. They strip away
common myths to reveal both the man and the artist
in his full complexity and richness.

Friends International
Holiday: Airport
Transfers to and from
Manchester Airport for
the Flight to Nice

For further information please contact the Events
Coordinator, Barbara Preece; email: barbara.preece.
fbmag@gmail.com or tel: 0121 406 1145.

Dates for your diary
Thursday 29 March 2018: Dippy the Dinosaur. Talk by
Lukas Large, Curator of Natural Science, Birmingham
Museums Trust.

Date: Friday 20 and Friday 27 April 2018

Thursday 3 May 2018: ‘Titanic: Voyage into Destiny:

Cost: The holiday costs £1,299 and there will be no

Part 2’: Talk by Andrew Lound.

additional charge for the airport transfer
3 pickup points: Yateley Road, Harborne, B15 3JP
at 9:30am; City Centre - Chest Clinic, Great Charles

Wednesday 9 May 2018: St Mary’s College, Oscott:
Guided tour and refreshments.

Street, B3 3HX at 9:50am; and South Parade Car Park

Monday 4 June 2018: Guided tour of the Dippy

(Opposite Plantsbrook School), Sutton Coldfield, B72

the Dinosaur Exhibition by Lukas Large, Curator of

1RB at 10:30am. Order of drop offs: Sutton Coldfield;

Natural Science, Birmingham Museums Trust.

Colmore Row; and Harborne.
This coach is for Friends going on the International
Holiday to Nice and the French Riviera (NB. We leave

Wednesday 17 October 2018: ‘Titanic: Voyage into
Destiny: Part 3’: Talk by Andrew Lound.

Birmingham early to ensure we arrive at the airport

Tuesday 4 December 2018: ‘Titanic: Voyage into

in time). We fly at 3:15pm and land at 7:20pm.

Destiny: Part 4’: Talk by Andrew Lound.
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HEREFORD
CATHEDRAL

• Ascension new SAS memorial window and sculpture •
• Mappa Mundi, 1217 Magna Carta and Chained Library •
• Poppies: Weeping Window 14 March – 29 April •

For details of Christmas services,
concerts and special events see website

www.herefordcathedral.org
HR1 2NG • Tel: 01432 374212

Cathedral open every day
Shop, café and exhibitions open: Monday – Saturday 10am – 4pm

NOVEMBER 2017 - JANUARY 2018
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NEWS FROM THE OFFICE

NEWS FROM THE OFFICE
BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP

CHRISTMAS GIFT MEMBERSHIP

• Free entry to special exhibitions in Gas Hall

Gift membership is available all year round and

• Free entry to all Birmingham Museums’ Heritage Sites

includes 3 extra months free. A Christmas Gift

• Artefacts magazine four times a year

Membership (valid 1 January 2018 to 31 March 2019)

• Opportunity to join the many Friends’ social events

could make an ideal present for a friend or relative. A
Gift Membership form can be downloaded at: www.

and outings
• 10% discount at Opus Restaurant (Cornwall Street,

fbmt.org.uk/subscriptions/. Alternatively, you can

near the Museum) on production of a valid Friends

use the standard application form in this magazine.

membership card. Available for lunch or dinner, 7

Complete the form with the recipient’s details and

days a week.

send it with a covering note giving your own name

Plus discounts at the following venues (T&Cs apply):
• BMAG and Heritage Site shops/cafés
• 50% entrance discount to Thinktank at Millennium
Point: www.birminghammuseums.org.uk/thinktank
• Shakespeare Birthplace Trust shops (excluding

and contact details. Please ensure the form reaches
us by Friday 8 December at the latest.
NEW MEMBERS
A warm welcome is extended to our new members:
Mr J Priddy & Ms K Morgan, Mr AR & Mrs MZ Stone,

admission prices): www.shakespeare.org.uk

Mr D Wills, Mr DJ Wells, Mrs JR Graham, Mr I & Mrs JM

• 25% discount on Annual Passport Tickets at

Fryatt, Mrs JS Greener, Mr A Sterry, Mrs E Fallon, Mrs

Ironbridge Gorge Trust: www.ironbridge.org.uk

B Ollerenshaw, Dr A Swain. n

• Potteries Museums & Art Gallery shops/cafés:
www.stokemuseums.org.uk

Friends of Birmingham Museums Application Form

PLEASE WRITE IN CAPITAL LETTERS

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORY
AND ANNUAL RATES

Title:

(Please tick)

Full Name:

SINGLE £32

Address:

DOUBLE £48

(full rate Includes 2 children under 16)

CONCESSIONARY RATES
Tel:

SINGLE £21

Email:

DOUBLE £32

Where did you pick up this copy of Artefacts?:
I enclose a cheque for 		
or
£
						

STUDENT £15
I have transferred £
					

to

SORT CODE 30-00-06
A/C NO 00248432

Please sign below and send to: Friends’ Office, Birmingham Museum & Art Gallery, Chamberlain Square, Birmingham B3 3DH,
together with your cheque (if applicable) to be made payable to ‘FBMAG’

Boost your membership subscription/donation by 25p of Gift Aid for every £1 you donate. In order to Gift Aid your donation you must
tick this box:
I want to Gift Aid my donation of £
and any donations I make in the future or have made in the past 4
years to Friends of Birmingham Museums (trading as FBMAG). I am a UK taxpayer and understand that if I pay less Income Tax and/or
Capital Gains Tax than the amount of Gift Aid claimed on all my donations in that tax year it is my responsibility to pay any difference.

Signature:
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NEWS FROM THE
VOLUNTEERS

Birmingham Heritage Week took place in September
and the team got stuck in again to support a whole
range of events such as Falconry Day at Weoley Castle;
an Ale Festival at Blakesley Hall; and themed tours
of Aston Hall – I mention only a few from a much
larger list, of course! And then there was Birmingham
ABOVE: Sarehole Mill’s volunteer Millers accept the
Working Together Award

Weekender too and Tony Oursler’s spectacular art
installation ‘The Influence Machine’ was on display in
Birmingham Cathedral Grounds for two nights as part

It is always an honour to be asked by the Friends
to write for Artefacts and to offer an update on
Birmingham Museums’ volunteer team and the
Friends’ volunteers too; especially as it gives me a
chance to reflect on all the amazing things that both
teams have been up to over the last few months.

of Birmingham Museums’ celebrations, which was
supported by a fabulous 15 strong volunteer team.
In the middle of September, Birmingham Museums
Trust was well represented at the West Midlands
Volunteer Awards held at the Hippodrome. Huge
congratulations to our finalists - the DATUS See

It was a busy summer across Birmingham Museums
Trust and volunteers got involved across all sites
including our Friends Desk Volunteers who were on
hand in the Industrial Gallery at Birmingham Museum

Change

Volunteer

Team

and

the

Community

Action Panel; and I am delighted to announce that
the volunteer Millers from Sarehole Mill won the
Working Together Award; and Claire McGibbon

& Art Gallery (BMAG) to answer visitor questions,

(who volunteers at Blakesley Hall, Weoley Castle

provide information and promote membership of

and Birmingham Museum & Art Gallery) jointly won

the Friends. They really do offer a great welcome to

the Young People’s Award with a volunteer from the

BMAG and speak to a whole range of people during

National Trust’s Back-to-Backs. Well done all!

their time behind the desk.

As usual I have only touched on a few areas where

Over the summer at Aston Hall, Birmingham Museum

our wonderful volunteer team shone - I would take

& Art Gallery and Thinktank we welcomed nearly

up pages if I went into it all! If you are thinking about

50 new volunteers who all joined us for a week to

volunteering and would be interested in joining

develop new skills, learn more about our sites and

the team, either by volunteering for the Friends or

experience working within museums. Our Summer

on other projects for the Trust, then take a look at

Activities Assistants and Summer Heritage Assistants

www.birminghammuseums.org.uk/volunteering. n

really helped us to engage with our visitors over the
holidays, enhanced family visits and all seemed to
have a fabulous experience too.

news from the
volunteers
By Becky Fletcher,
BMT Volunteer Development Team Leader
NOVEMBER 2017 - JANUARY 2018
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REPORT FROM
BIRMINGHAM MUSEUMS

REPORT from
birmingham museums

By Rachel Cockett, Director of Development
Here at Birmingham Museums Trust we are busy

Museums Liverpool and Birmingham’s collection. We

undertaking a review of our Business Plan which

are grateful to the Friends for their generous support

will show how we will continue to deliver our vision

which made this exhibition and the whole Arts Council

to ‘reflect Birmingham to the world and the world to

Collection National Partners Programme possible.

Birmingham’. The Plan will expand on our ambitious
plans for the Museum for Birmingham, a major
refurbishment of Birmingham Museum & Art Gallery.
We are delighted that Birmingham-based Associated
Architects have been appointed to carry out a
feasibility study into major modernisation works on
Birmingham’s Council House and the Museum & Art
Gallery. We are also taking forward plans for The Big
Store, a much needed new publicly accessible store
which will be able to store all of the city’s collections in
one place for the first time. The Plan will also articulate
how we will invest our Arts Council England National
Portfolio funds of £4m over 4 years in collection

Support from the Friends comes in many ways. In a
rather wonderful act of synchronicity Birmingham
Museums Trust received a gift in a will during
September’s ‘Remember a Charity’ week. The legacy
was from a long-term supporter of Birmingham
Museums and member of the Friends. We are
extremely grateful to be remembered with such
a generous gift. Birmingham Museums Trust’s
new legacy giving strategy was launched as part of
‘Remember a Charity’ week. We ask our supporters
to help ‘Inspire, Engage and Educate in the Years to
Come’ by leaving a gift in their will.

research and development, learning and young

As the weather cools, a warming curry may be in

people’s programmes, diversifying and increasing

order! To whet your appetite I suggest a visit to

income generation, and supporting volunteering at

the ‘Knights of the Raj’ exhibition at the Museum

all of our museum and heritage sites.

& Art Gallery (until 7 January) to find out how the

December will see the opening of our third Arts
Council

Collection

National

Partners

Gas

Hall

Exhibition: ‘Coming Out’. The exhibition marks the 50th
anniversary of the partial decriminalisation of male
homosexual acts in England and Wales (1967 Sexual
Offences Act). Conceived by The Walker Art Gallery,

Bangladeshi community laid the foundations for
Britain’s ‘curry culture’. This visually stimulating
exhibition features rare photographs, unique
artefacts, interactive displays and oral histories
that tell the fascinating story of the much-loved
British Curry. Mine’s a King Prawn Dhansak!

and in partnership with Birmingham Museums

Over Autumn and Winter look out at all of our

Trust, ‘Coming Out’ will be re-imagined for audiences

museums and heritage sites for enjoyable events and

in Birmingham. The exhibition will feature over 80

activities for all ages including Halloween theatrics, (…

artworks by internationally renowned artists who

whisper it…) Christmas tours, and the ever popular

explore themes of gender, sexuality and identity in

Santa’s grotto at the Museum & Art Gallery.

art. Taking 1967 as a starting point, the exhibition will
reveal new research into LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual
and trans) history and visual culture, showcasing

And finally, I’d like to thank all our Friends for their
continued support in 2017. n

artworks from The Arts Council Collection, National
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what a summer it´s been!

by david foster, chair

Surely I’m joking, you will say. The weather has been indifferent at best;
England has done reasonably (but not superbly) well in the cricket and the
rugby - the women showed the men up in this regard!; and Birmingham city
centre is in an even greater mess than usual.
But no, I’m not joking. I am remembering the

conventional display of Fox Talbot memorabilia and a

fantastic range and quality of shows in Birmingham’s

show of 3-D images of the King Edwards School, taken

museums during the summer.

in the 1930s.

The second of the Arts Council Collection National

Thinktank participated fully in the summer shows. Up

Partnership shows – ‘I Want! I Want!’ - sustained the

until October 1, you could see ‘Totality’, an astonishing

standard of ‘Night in the Museum’ which had preceded

array of images of solar eclipses projected as

it over the winter months. For me, contemporary art

reflections from a glitter ball. Standing in a white

must start by being engaging. Of course, the artists

painted room, the reflections glide slowly past on the

have deep feelings to express. But if the visitor is

walls as the ball in the centre of the room rotates. The

not engaged, there’s no chance of the feelings being

initial effect was rather dizzying but, by persevering,

exchanged. And many of the exhibits in this show,

you can appreciate the details.

which looked at the impact of the rapid developments
of technology on artistic practice, did make me stop
and engage. Certainly, some were disturbing so that I
found them hard to take. But most kept me transfixed.

In the space outside of ‘Totality’ were some rewarding
Birmingham Museums contributions to this minishow. These were an array of paintings and two display
cabinets of physical objects. The most startling for me

Across the street in the Waterhall was ‘Thresholds’,

were the moon images created by John Russell in the

on for an all-too-brief season. This show recreated

late 18th Century - one a painting; and the other a globe

an exhibition of ‘The Model Room’, an exhibition of

– only one half contains detail, of course, since only one

‘photogenic drawings’ by Henry Fox Talbot. The original

face of the moon is visible on Earth. The detail that

event took place in a room in King Edwards School in

Russell recorded from his painstaking observations

New Street in 1839. The centrepiece of ‘Thresholds’ was

is truly remarkable. Only now that we have satellite

a virtual reality (VR) recreation of the original event;

observation and human exploration, can we appreciate

and no doubt we shall see many more VR shows in

how accurate were his paintings. Both the painting and

the years ahead. This one set a high standard in terms

the globe had been relocated from their customary

of imagination and realisation. After putting on the

home at Soho House for this temporary show.

VR headset, you really felt transported to the 1830s,
into an imposing room in the King Edwards school in
New Street. You walked between walls decorated with
paintings; above you the high vaulted wooden-beam
ceiling; and around you display cases containing the
first fruits of Mr Fox Talbot’s weird experiments in
mechanical pictures (to us, nowadays, they are early
photographs). The illusion was heightened by the extra
features - a blazing fire in the grate, the occasional
mouse running across the floor, and the sound and
sight of a riot across the street visible through the
windows. To accompany the VR element was a more
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Finally, to cap even this outstanding collection was
the ‘Museum of the Moon’, a huge sphere 7 metres in
diameter, whose surface showed the physical features
of the Moon’s surface in graphic detail. To compare
these with the John Russell’s images from nearly
150 years earlier is only to marvel at the skill and
determination of the earlier artist. But the ‘Museum of
the Moon’ had one over-riding advantage - you could
see the far side of the moon, too. And to see it at this
huge scale was an experience never to be missed.
So, as I said at the outset, what a summer it’s been! n
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ABOVE: Jean Knight, Secretary of BAfM, presenting the BAfM 2017 Runner-Up Newsletter Award to
Melissa Hughes (Editor of Artefacts) and David Foster (Chair)

A MESSAGE FROM OUR EDITOR

Since taking over as Editor of Artefacts

Friends, and persuading readers to

in Summer 2015, when John Pownall

support both us and Birmingham

decided to retire, I have had a hard

Museums Trust. It enables us to develop

act to follow. John had been editing

mutually beneficial partnerships with

the magazine for just over 10 years,

local arts and cultural organisations,

during which time Artefacts had gone

offering a channel to publicise these

from strength to strength. After a

organisations and their projects.

meeting with PW Media, who design

Artefacts has grown over the last few

and produce the magazine, Artefacts

years - thanks to the hard work of a small

had a re-design in October 2015. The

and dedicated team. I would particularly

magazine changed to a larger A4

like to thank Paul Blyth, Graphic Designer

format, which enabled us to include

at PW Media, for all his hard work, professionalism

more content and larger, high definition images.

and patience; Derek Street, the Friends’ volunteer who

Recently, I was encouraged to enter Artefacts into

patiently puts together our crosswords; Jill Warren, who

the British Association of Friends of Museums’ 2017

writes the two feature articles for each edition; all the

Newsletter competition and I submitted our May-July

contributors who regularly write and submit content;

2017 edition (the one with Verity Milligan’s photograph

and our diligent team of proof readers who work with

of sunrise at Selfridges on the front cover) for judging.

me to make Artefacts as error-free as possible!

I am delighted to let you know that, at the end of
August we discovered our magazine had won second
prize! We were thrilled that Jean Knight, the Secretary
of the British Association of Friends of Museums,
came to visit us at out Committee meeting in October
to present us with the certificate and our prize.

We publish 5,000 copies which are distributed across
the West Midlands, and I am delighted that it continues
to be so well received and supported... And we can
now claim to have an ‘award winning’ magazine!
I always welcome any feedback or suggestions, so

We currently have just over 900 members, and

please do get in touch. n

Artefacts is one of our key tools for promoting the

Melissa Hughes, Editor of Artefacts

work which we do, encouraging people to join the

(an award winning magazine!)

NOVEMBER 2017 - JANUARY 2018
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GREEN LIGHT FOR

CHILDREN´S ATTRAC
Birmingham Museums Trust (BMT) are delighted to report that plans for a
permanent new £2m interactive children’s gallery at Thinktank were given the
green light in September after being awarded £1.4million from the Inspiring
Science Fund, a partnership between the Department for Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy (BEIS) and Wellcome.
The interactive gallery, under the working title

in our everyday lives, supporting growth in science

‘miniBrum’,

Technology,

capital amongst children and adults. miniBrum will

Engineering and Maths (STEM) learning in a fun and

will

deliver

Science,

replace the existing dedicated under-8s gallery (Kids

engaging way through a child-sized mini-city in which

City) on Level 2 of Thinktank which is a small, highly

children and families can safely explore, play and

popular but outdated space. miniBrum will be built in

learn in a unique and interactive way.

an existing 1000m2 of currently under-utilised space

miniBrum will explore 3 themes: creating a future
city; children’s lives and wellbeing in the city; and
biodiversity in the city.
miniBrum will introduce children to the idea of Birmingham
as a city in which they live; how the city works; and their
place within it – both now and into the future.

on Level 3 and will quadruple the dedicated area for
under-8s with, an opportunity to enhance the visitor
experience and provide dedicated family facilities.
This development is a significant priority in BMT’s
immediate and long-terms plans; and will be the
catalyst for subsequent phases of Thinktank’s
Masterplan. BMT’s ambitions include transforming

BMT will be creating a stimulating, playful learning

visitor access and orientation; developing major

environment to encourage parents, carers and

redisplays to grow adult as well as family audiences;

educators to learn alongside their children, to develop

and improving the retail, food and beverage offer to

confidence and interest in STEM and its relevance

support long-term sustainability.
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R MAJOR NEW £2M

CTION AT THINKTANK
The gallery will be created through co-production

Thinktank was one of just five projects to be awarded

with families, children, specialists and educators,

a project grant by the Inspiring Science Committee,

alongside expert advisory panels. The plans also

with the innovative plan praised for promoting

include an additional classroom to increase the

emotional, intellectual and physical wellbeing. The

capacity for school group visits to Thinktank. Through

fund is part of the Government’s Industrial Strategy

an ambitious outreach programme BMT will engage

to encourage more young people to consider STEM

children from the most marginalised groups, including

careers, and aims to support centres to better

vulnerable children and their carers and will support

understand the needs of under-served and under-

social cohesion and extend exposure to science to a

represented audiences, and deliver STEM learning

wider segment of Birmingham’s communities.

that is accessible and enticing for all.

Lauren Deere, Museum Manager at Thinktank,

The total project costs are £2m, of which 70% has been

said: ‘We are thrilled to have secured this funding

funded by the Inspiring Science Fund. Other funders

settlement which will help to realise our ambitious

include Millennium Point Trust, The Rowlands Trust,

plans for a new interactive gallery at Thinktank. By

the 29th May Charitable Trust, City of Birmingham

working directly with children we aim to create a truly

Museums & Art Gallery Development Trust, Garfield

unique and engaging space that places joint emphasis

Weston Foundation, The Grimmitt Trust and DCMS

on learning through STEM and children’s wellbeing.

Wolfson, with just 8% left to raise.

‘It is important for us to plan for the future of the

The new gallery is due to open in March 2019. We

museum to ensure we are offering the best experience

are looking forward to seeing our Friends, and their

to visitors, while reaching a growing diverse audience

children and grandchildren at the grand opening! n

in the city so young people have the opportunity to be
inspired by STEM subjects and have fun.’
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Catalogue of Friends´
Artefacts and Donations
By Margaret Lister, Friends Committee Member and Volunteer

I was manning the Friends’ table at an exhibition in the Gas Hall, when I
started leafing through a folder containing a few of the paintings which
the Friends had purchased for the Museum. This led me to wondering just
how many Artefacts we had bought or helped to finance over the years.
So when an opportunity arose to help Margaret Boniface, the Friends’
Archivist, to make a catalogue of everything, I jumped at the opportunity.
Now the list is as complete as we can make it, and
contains over 2,500 items, many of which will have
been photographed. We are hoping to print a
Catalogue soon, so that members can look through
it or access it via the Friends’ website. These range
from tiny items like the portrait pendant of King
Charles I on a peach stone, to contributing to large
items such as the 1935 Armstrong Siddeley car held
in the Museum Collections Centre, and ‘Transporter’,
the beautiful Mobile which is suspended from the
ceiling at the top of the stairs leading to the History of
ABOVE: William Morris, Kennet, Printed Textile, 1883.

Birmingham gallery. This was commissioned by the

Presented by the Friends of Birmingham Museums & Art

Friends to commemorate our 80th birthday in 2011.
Among my favourite items of the many which I have
come across, is the collection of William Morris
drawings of his designs with the accompanying fabrics
and wallpapers. These were purchased in 1941. The
Museum must have had faith that we would win WW2!
There are also many collections of objects. For
example the rather strange collection of whips
purchased in the year of the founding of the Friends
in 1931. A broken Roman pot full of coins was found
by builders in 1941 in Coleshill containing 2,000
Roman coins. Presumably they were clearing a bomb
site. Unfortunately we also helped buy an object in
1933 which turned out to be a fake!

Gallery, 1941. Photo © Birmingham Museums Trust

which is why the Friends are now granted free
access to Exhibitions held there. Also, more recently,
the Friends contributed to the setting up of the
Birmingham History Gallery and the Mini Museum,
which is situated near the Edwardian Tearooms.
With the support of our members I hope that the
Friends continue to finance the Museum in as many
ways in the future. But we can only do so if we can
recruit more members, and persuade more people
to join the committee. Being a committee member is
interesting and not an arduous task. At the meetings
we are given regular up-dates from Birmingham
Museums staff, and are invited to the private

The Friends have given substantial amounts of

openings of new exhibitions. We would love you to

money over the years to support the Museums in

come and join us. Please contact the Friends office

many ways. For example a large donation was made

(see contact details on page 3) to find out more about

towards the refurbishment of the Gas Hall in 1992/93,

how you could get involved! n
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CLUES ACROSS
6.
East Midlands band leader who angered the
authorities by staging unscheduled, unlawful,
occasionally violent, events (5, 4)
7 & 16. This Robert was saved from despair and inspired to
success by a cave dwelling arachnid (3, 5)
9.
Affectionate name for the monarch of Drake & Raleigh (4)
10.
This doll danced to Debussy in Hurst Street this year
(2017) (8)
11.
Mr Kipling really did write exceedingly good poetry. One
work with a very short title was particularly successful (2)
13.
In this Spielberg film a young child helps a being from
out of this world (2)
14.
Rifle _ _ _ _ _. A primary part of military basic training
(square bashing) (5)
16.
See 7 across (5)
18.
Initials of and abbreviation for one of the leading
art organisations in Britain. Founded in 1768; current
location Burlington house (2)
20.
Perform an action (2)
23.
A famous street in York. Alternatively an expression for a
very disorganised situation (8)
24.
Willingly or unwillingly, by establishing the police force,
this Robert gave rise to the name ‘Bobbies’ (4)
26.
There was no room for Mary and Joseph here (3)
27.
Circa 1762, John Harrison’s watch at last made it possible
for a navigator to establish this positioning accurately (9)

1

2

3

3

CLUES DOWN
1.
A city not built in a day (4)
2.
It glistens on the Christmas tree (6)
3.
This may have its (parson’s) nose put out by a turkey at
Christmas (7)
4.
This word from French can lose its accent and is now
standard motoring English describing a type of car
styling and design (5)
5.
Excited and possibly a little frightened (8)
8.
Any one of the members of the very colourful sleuth that
appeared in this region in the summer (4)
9.
Midland cultural organisation founded by an Act of
Parliament in 1854 after the local council rejected the
Free Libraries and Museums Act of 1850 (initials) (3)
12.
A fourth part of an old penny and the second part of the
name of an early bicycle (8)
15.
Seagoing term which can describe a whole voyage or
alternatively can name a particular sea route or one
critical part of a sea route (7)
17.
Born in Smethwick in 1874, this lady was a leading
stained glass designer of her time. Some of her work is
displayed in BMAG Industrial Gallery (4)
19.
Someone authorised and expected to take action if the
person normally responsible is unavailable (6)
21.
Liquid resource of plant origin (3)
22.
Single masted sailing vessel, fore-and-aft rigged (5)
25.
It is frequently questioned whether these have justified
the means (4)

4

5

6

7
9

9

8

8

9

10
12

11

12

13

14
15

16

17

18

19

20

24

25

21

22
23
23

24

26

27

ANSWERS ACROSS: 6. Robin Hood 7. The 9. Bess 10. Coppelia 11. If 13. ET 14. Drill 16. Bruce 18. RA (Royal Academy) 20. Do
23. Shambles 24. Peel 26. Inn 27. Longitude DOWN: 1. Rome 2. Tinsel 3. Chicken 4. Coupe 5. Thrilled 8. Bear
9. BMI (Birmingham & Midland Institute) 12. Farthing 15. Passage 17. Camm 19. Deputy 21. Oil 22. Sloop 25. Ends
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Birmingham´s bird collection
By Lukas Large, Curator of Natural Science, Birmingham Museums Trust

Birmingham’s bird collection has its origins in Richard Weaver’s Museum,
a private collection which was exhibited in premises on New Street
in the mid-19th Century. These were presented to the Corporation of
Birmingham and displayed at Aston Hall until they were moved to
Birmingham Museum & Art Gallery in 1913.
Since then the number of birds has grown and it is

abroad and passed off as British to increase their

now one of the most significant parts of the natural

value to collectors.

science collection. This has been mainly by the
acquisition and donation of large collections. The
most significant collectors were R.W. Chase, J. L.
Auden and W. R. Lysaght.
The collection contains around 5,700 taxidermy
specimens. These include rare and scientifically
important specimens such as the extinct Great Auk.
There are also many extremely fine examples of the
taxidermist’s art. Birmingham taxidermists, including
Betteridge & Sons, are particularly well represented
in the collection. In addition to the taxidermy there
are also large numbers of nests, eggs, study skins
and bones. For many British species all life-stages
are represented from eggs and nests to chicks and
adults. The majority of objects are stored at the
Museum Collections Centre.
There are also historically interesting specimens in
the collection including 50 from the Hastings rarities
affair, the most famous case of ornithological fraud
in Britain. These birds were collected by taxidermist

Since 2001 natural science, including birds, has been
exhibited at Thinktank. The recent installation of the
‘Nature Explorers’ and ‘Amazing Animals’ displays
there has enabled specimens of the Passenger
Pigeon, Rhea and Albatross to go on display.
The next exciting development is the exhibition
of birds which will surround Dippy during his visit
to Birmingham in 2018. Birds were chosen as the
theme of this exhibition because they are the only
living group of dinosaurs. Many of the characteristic
features of birds, such as feathers, first evolved in
dinosaurs. This will be a fantastic opportunity to
display large numbers of birds which are currently in
storage and interpret them in new and exciting ways.
This exhibition would not be possible without the
support of the Friends of Birmingham Museums who
have generously agreed to fund the conservation
work needed in order to display this amazing
collection. n

George Bristow between the 1890s and the 1930s.

Catalogues of the bird collection are available on

Statistical analysis has since shown that the numbers

the collections research page of the Birmingham

of rare species reported could not have occurred

Museums Trust Website: www.birminghammuseums.

naturally. It is now thought they were imported from

org.uk/collection/collection-research.
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EXHIBITION PREVIEW

Coming Out:

Sexuality, Gender and identity
By Lisa Beauchamp, Curator of Modern & Contemporary Art

On 2 December, the fourth exhibition as part of the Arts Council
Collection National Partners Programme will open in the Gas Hall at
Birmingham Museum & Art Gallery.
Conceived by The Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool to mark

‘Coming Out’ features many internationally renowned

the 50th anniversary of the partial de-criminalisation

artists and there is something for everyone to enjoy.

of male homosexual acts (Sexual Offences Act, 1967)

Identity politics and the fight for equal rights includes

this exhibition will be re-imagined and re-presented

works produced at the time of the Feminist Art

for Birmingham’s audiences. The exhibition largely

Movement by Margaret Harrison and the representation

takes 1967 as its starting point to explore themes

of women is explored in works by Sarah Lucas, LINDER

of sexuality, gender and identity in art, looking at

and Maud Sulter. Iconic paintings by David Hockney join

how artists have used their artwork to express and

Derek Jarman’s incredibly moving painting ‘Morphine’

comment on these poignant themes since the partial

(1992) which responds to the homophobic outing of a

de-criminalisation came into effect.

gay television actor in the media.

In Birmingham, we want to provide an introductory

Birmingham’s exhibition will showcase a host of high-

context to what the Sexual Offences Act 1967 meant

profile new loans for its audiences. This includes

for the lesbian, gay, bi-sexual, transgender, queer/

Grayson Perry’s ‘Claire’s Coming Out Dress’ (2000) which

questioning, asexual and ally communities (LGBT+). It’s

Grayson designed and wore for a performance to

important to note that whilst homosexual acts between

mark his emergence as a transvestite to the art world.

two men in private in England and Wales was partially

‘Claire’s Coming Out Dress’ will be displayed alongside

de-criminalised, men had to be aged 21 or over, and

Birmingham’s own ceramic pot by Perry called ‘Who

homosexuality remained illegal in Scotland until 1980;

Am I?’ (1996), purchased with the assistance of the

and in Northern Ireland until 1982. It wasn’t until the

Friends of Birmingham Museums in 2003, prior to him

Sexual Offences Act of 2003 that many regulations set by

winning the Turner Prize that same year. ‘Who Am I?’,

the 1967 act were repealed. In many countries abroad

which is illustrated on the front cover of this magazine,

homosexuality is still illegal. A set of four photographs in

is characteristic of Perry’s ceramic techniques and his

the exhibition by India-born Sunil Gupta of men he met

process of layering of images taken from photographs

at cruising sites in New Delhi have added poignancy

and advertising with his own drawings. Made in 1996,

today. In 2017, the Indian Government implemented

the title of the pot questions his own identity and,

Section 377 of the Country’s penal code which bans

paired alongside ‘Claire’s Coming Out Dress’ made in

sexual activity that is ‘against the order of nature’. Many

2000, illustrates Perry’s personal exploration of his

have interpreted this to include gay rights and India’s

identity and his alter-ego Claire. n

Supreme Court is contesting this ruling.

You are all invited to the daytime public launch of this

Importantly, the exhibition considers sexuality as

exhibition on Saturday 2 December which will include

part of a broad spectrum and suggests that identities

a programme of exciting activities and a performance

can be multiple and may not fit the binary categories

at Grand Central. Further details can be found at:

of ‘male’, ‘female’, ‘gay’ or ‘straight’. Ultimately, our

www.birminghammuseums.org.uk/bmag/whats-on/

identity and how we express it is our choice.

coming-out-sexuality-gender-and-identity
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ABOVE: Claire’s Coming Out Dress, 2000 by Grayson Perry © the artist,
image by Jerry Hardman-Jones, Nottingham City Museums & Galleries collection
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BIRMINGHAM MUSEUMS
WHAT’S ON
For events which need to be pre-booked, bookings

Coming Out: Sexuality, Gender and Identity

can be made by calling 0121 348 8263 or via the

2 December 2017 – 15 April 2018. Gas Hall. Free entry.

website (unless alternative details are given).

A ground-breaking and vital exhibition which marks
the 50th anniversary of the partial decriminalisation
of male homosexual acts in England and Wales (1967
Sexual Offences Act).

Chamberlain Square, Birmingham, B3 3DH
Open Saturday-Thursday: 10am-5pm and Friday:
10:30am-5pm. Tel: 0121 348 8000. FREE entry.
From Renaissance masterpieces to Egyptian mummies,
Birmingham Museum & Art Gallery showcases a world
class collection and offers fascinating glimpses into
Birmingham’s rich and vibrant past.
Highlights include the finest collection of PreRaphaelite art in the world; the Mini Museum,
specially designed for little visitors; and the largest
find of Anglo-Saxon gold ever discovered - the
Staffordshire Hoard.

In Birmingham, this major exhibition will feature
over 80 modern and contemporary artworks by
internationally renowned artists who explore themes
of gender, sexuality and identity in art. Taking 1967 as
a starting point, the exhibition will reveal new research
into LGBT history and visual culture showcasing
artworks from The Arts Council Collection, National
Museums Liverpool and Birmingham’s collection.
Conceived by The Walker Art Gallery, and in
partnership

with

Birmingham

Museums

Trust,

‘Coming Out’ will be re-imagined for audiences in
Birmingham and visitors can expect to see major
new loans by artists including Grayson Perry, Sarah

Don’t miss the Birmingham History Galleries - packed

Lucas, Margaret Harrison, Chila Kumari Burman and

with artefacts, local treasures and interactive displays

Charlotte Prodger, alongside a series of contemporary

that reveal captivating stories of Birmingham from

art interventions in Birmingham’s collection displays.

the last 500 years.

An exciting and innovative programme of events

Bottom Left: Coming Out: Sexuality and Identity
Bottom Right: Beyond the Battlefield: Faces of Peace & War - ‘Woman train
conductors’ from the series ‘Women in Men’s Jobs’ © Estate of Käthe Buchler Museum für Photographie Braunschweig/Deposit Stadtarchiv Braunschweig
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will be happening to coincide with the exhibition for

plates to the Photographic Museum in Braunschweig.

visitors of all ages who can participate in a series of

This is the first time that her work has been displayed

arts activities such as life drawing with a Drag Queen.

outside Germany. Please see the ‘Exhibitions Focus’

‘Coming Out: Sexuality, Gender and Identity’ is a touring

on page 38 for more information.

exhibition conceived by National Museums Liverpool,

Knights of the Raj

in partnership with Birmingham Museums Trust as

Until 7 January 2018. Free entry. Birmingham is

part of the Arts Council Collection National Partners

home to hundreds of so-called Indian restaurants.

Programme 2016-19.

However, many are unaware that it is the Bangladeshi

Coming Out: Sexuality, Gender and Identity – public launch
2 December 2017. Gas Hall. Free Entry. Members of

community that pioneered this industry, laying the
foundations for Britain’s ‘curry culture’.

the Friends of Birmingham Museums are invited to

Soul City Arts, working in partnership with Future Seed

the public launch of ‘Coming Out: Sexuality, Gender

CIC, have captured the untold stories of those pioneers,

and Identity’. On Saturday 2 December Birmingham

tracing the origins of the Birmingham curry trade back

Museum & Art Gallery will be partnering with

to the 1940s. This three-month long exhibition features

Shout Festival and Birmingham LGBT for a series of

rare photographs, unique artefacts, videos, interactive

specially commissioned performances and activities

displays and oral histories that tell the fascinating story

to celebrate the opening of the exhibition.

of the much-loved British Curry. This is a once in a

Visit from 1pm for a welcome speech and performances.
Throughout the afternoon you can enjoy the first

lifetime opportunity to immerse yourself in the history
of Birmingham and Britain’s Indian restaurants.

chance to view the exhibition, a tour with exhibition

Edwardian Tearooms Late: Silent Disco

Curator Lisa Beauchamp and interactive workshops.

18 November 2017. Adult: £10.00. Over 18s only. Pre-

Please see page 22 or visit the website for more details.

booking essential. Online booking only. Birmingham
Museums have teamed up with Silent Noize and

Beyond the Battlefield: Faces of Peace & War
Until 14 January 2018. Free entry. This exhibition focuses
on the amateur photographer Käthe Buchler, whose
work forms one of the featured collections of the German
Photographic Museum in Braunschweig, Lower Saxony.
Buchler photographed the German home front
during the First World War. Her black & white images
feature members of her family, working children and
a series called ‘women doing men’s jobs’.

High Fidelity to bring the first ever silent disco to
Birmingham Museum & Art Gallery! Taking place
in the stunning Edwardian Tearooms, three DJs will
compete for your attention playing the very best
in Dance, Pop, Indie, Party & Power Ballads. And if
you want to chat and grab a drink, just take off your
headphones and the room will be silent - except for
the toe tapping and out of tune singing!
Santa’s Grotto at Birmingham Museum & Art Gallery

Käthe Buchler was born in Braunschweig in 1876. She
suffered from deafness as a child and spent much
of her childhood painting and drawing. In 1901 she
turned to photography, later showing her work at
projection evenings and donating the proceeds from
these events to the Braunschweig Rescue House, a
home for underprivileged children.

2 – 17 December (Saturdays and Sundays only) 10:30am
– 12:30pm and 1:30pm - 4pm. Child: £5. Make your
museum visit extra special by popping along to
Birmingham Museum & Art Gallery’s festive family
grotto this Christmas. Open weekends only. Based
in the heart of the museum our glittering grotto will
get children and families in the festive spirit with
everything from twinkling lights, piles of snow and

Käthe Buchler died in 1930, aged 54. In 2003 the

of course... Santa! Every child will receive a gift and

Buchler family donated their collection of over 1,000

a unique memento of the occasion with a special

black and white prints and 175 colour autochrome

printed photograph of themselves with Santa.
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Explore majestic state rooms, including the imposing
Long Gallery, as well as the servants’ quarters and
beautiful gardens. Uncover captivating stories about
75-80 Vyse Street, Hockley, Birmingham, B18 6HA
Open all year round. Tuesday-Saturday 10:30am-5pm.
Closed Sunday and Monday except Bank Holidays. Free
entry for Friends. Tour charges apply to non-members.
Step back in time to a perfectly preserved jewellery
workshop. When the owners of the Smith & Pepper

the people who visited the Hall and learn about its
central role in the English Civil War.
The exciting events programme and child friendly
access makes Aston Hall the perfect place to visit
with all the family.

jewellery factory decided to retire after 80 years of

Aston Alive: Christmases Past

trading, they simply locked the door leaving a time

16 December 2017. 3pm – 8:30pm. Adult: £12; Child: £6.

capsule for future generations.

Visit Aston Hall for a festive evening as we reminisce

Enjoy a lively factory tour (available all year round)

over Christmases Past!

that includes demonstrations of traditional jewellery

Experience the sights and sounds of the festive

making and offers a unique glimpse into working life

season from the 17th century right through to the

in Birmingham’s famous Jewellery Quarter.

1940s. See the Hall bedecked for yuletide, warm

Live Music: Songwall LIVE! Autumn Sessions – at the
Museum of the Jewellery Quarter

yourself in front of a roaring fire, and join costumed
characters celebrating this special time of the year.

11 November 2017. 12-2pm. Free event. Celebrate

Warm clothing and sensible footwear is advisable.

Birmingham’s musical heritage as a place to discover

There are staircases and some uneven floors, so

the best of new music. A short talk on Birmingham’s

please contact us if you have any questions about

musical history featuring local original music. As well as

access needs. Pre-booking essential.

the Songwall LIVE! experience, you can purchase freshly
made sandwiches, cakes and biscuits, relax with a
selection of hot and cold drinks or browse original work
from local designers at the museum gift shop.
Christmas Celebrations
16 December 2017. Free event. Visit Museum of the
Jewellery Quarter for costumed guided tours, live
jazz performances, a gift wrapping service and
mulled wine and mince pies in our Smith & Pepper
tearoom. Charges apply for gift wrapping service and
purchases in the tearoom.

Blakesley Road, Yardley, Birmingham, B25 8RN
Winter opening times: Open Wednesday, Thursday and
the first Sunday of the month, 11am- 4pm. Closed 23
December 2017 – 2 January 2018. . Free entry for Friends.
Charges apply to non-members.
Experience one of Birmingham’s finest timberframed Tudor houses. Built in 1590 for Richard
Smalbroke, a Birmingham merchant, Blakesley
Hall is a peaceful haven set in an urban location.
Discover the fascinating history of the Hall and enjoy
the herb garden, orchard and beautiful grounds.

Trinity Road, Aston, Birmingham, B6 6JD
Winter opening times: Open Wednesday, Thursday and
the first Sunday of the month, 11am- 4pm. Closed 23

With its spacious gardens, family trails and activities
programme, Blakesley Hall is the ideal location for a
family day out.

December 2017 – 2 January 2018. . Free entry for Friends.

The Gunpowder Treason

Charges apply to non-members.

4 – 5 November 2017. Free to ticket holders. A weekend

Discover the splendour of a grand Jacobean mansion.

dedicated to the Gunpowder Plot, including a 35
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Above: Blakesley Hall in the snow

minute family play delivered by re-enactors, ‘Sir
Robert Cecil’s Men’. Special ‘Find the Guys’ trail
when the scarecrows return to Blakesley Hall as
the notorious conspirators. Plus a quiz and lots of
fantastic facts about the Gunpowder Plot.

Cole Bank Road, Hall Green, Birmingham, B13 0BD
Winter opening times: Open Wednesday, Thursday and

Performances are at 11:30am, 12:30pm, 2pm and

the first Sunday of the month, 11am- 4pm. Closed 23

3pm. Pre-booking is advised. To book phone 0121

December 2017 – 2 January 2018. Free entry for Friends.

348 8263 or book online.

Charges apply to non-members.
Explore the idyllic childhood haunt of J.R.R Tolkien.

Christmas Magic Lantern Show
3 December 2017. Adult: £3; Child: £2. Step back in time
and witness a traditional Victorian Magic Lantern
Show. Show times at 12pm, 1pm & 3pm. Pre-booking
is advised as places are limited. To book phone 0121
348 8263 or book online.

Sarehole Mill is one of only two surviving working
watermills in Birmingham and provides a unique
insight into the lives of the millers who once worked
here. On Wednesdays and Sundays, our volunteer
millers demonstrate the mill in action.
Find out about J.R.R Tolkien’s early life in Birmingham.

Christmas through the Ages
9 December 2017. 10:30am – 3:30pm. Adult: £10; Child:
£6. See Blakesley Hall dressed for Christmas through
the ages, meet characters through time preparing
for the yuletide festivities. Festive sounds with the
St Barnabas Hand bell ringers, Choir Divertimento

Both the mill, and nearby Moseley Bog, were
inspirations for his classic works ‘The Hobbit’ and ‘The
Lord of the Rings’. Today, the mill retains its tranquil
atmosphere and the millpond provides a haven for
kingfishers, moorhens, newts and herons.

and costumed Tudor musicians. Homemade mulled

Festive Bakes at Sarehole Mill

wine, festive hot punch and mince pies available in

3 December 2017. 12pm – 2:30pm. Adult: £25. Join

the tearoom. Christmas trails, quiz and fascinating

our Millers at Sarehole Mill for a fun and informal

facts available. Pre-booking is essential.

baking class. Warm up for Christmas, see the Mill
in action and create and bake your own delicious
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festive themed goodies! Your ticket price includes all
the materials for baking (including fresh flour, milled
on site) plus a tour of Sarehole Mill. Please note that
although there is no minimum age, the classes are
designed for adults. We advise wearing warm clothing
in case of cold weather. Pre-booking is required.
Adults Craft Sessions
20 & 22 December 2017. 11:30am - 1pm & 2pm – 3:30pm.
Adult: £10. This Christmas Sarehole Mill invites you to
take part in one of their adult craft sessions. If you
want to make something a bit different this festive
season, then these sessions are for you. The session
on the 20 December will be wool bird making and
the 22 December will be taxidermy inspired glass
baubles. Ticket includes a hot drink and a mince pie.
Pre-booking is essential.

Soho Avenue, off Soho Road, Handsworth, Birmingham,
B18 5LB. Winter opening times: Open Wednesday, Thursday
and the first Sunday of the month, 11am- 4pm. Closed 23
December 2017 – 2 January 2018. . Open some bank holiday
Mondays and for special events see What’s On (prices may
vary). Free entry for Friends. Charges apply to non-members.
Discover

the

elegant

Georgian

home

of

the

Birmingham industrialist and entrepreneur, Matthew
Boulton. Get a glimpse into Boulton’s world, including
the family and servants’ rooms as well as the lavish
spaces in which he received his eminent guests - the
leading 18th-century intellectuals of the Lunar Society.
Don’t miss the visitor centre displays which explore
Boulton’s output from button making and coin
minting to silverware and steam engines.

Championing

local

stories

and

insights,

the

The People of Partition in Birmingham

exhibition reveals how people cope under collective

16 November 2017 – 29 April 2018. Free to ticket holders

displacement, turmoil and changing identities.

Sampad’s new exhibition exploring how different
generations living in Birmingham understand the
1947 Partition of India today has been curated
by artist Tasawar Bashir, in collaboration with 20

The artistic response features new work created by
the team, including a sculptural sound installation by
Tasawar Bashir.

volunteers from the West Midlands who have helped

Produced by Sampad South Asian Arts in partnership

to co-curate and design the display.

with Birmingham Museums Trust. Supported by the
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and are the remains of a moated medieval manor.
The site has been inhabited from the 12th Century
and, according to the Domesday Book, was part of
the estates of William Fitz Ansculf. Weoley changed
hands several times between 1485 and 1531 when
it began to fall into disrepair. In the centuries that
followed, stone from the castle was removed to build
a nearby farm and the Dudley no.2 canal.
Today the site is a scheduled Ancient Monument of
national importance. The ruins can be viewed from
a viewing platform. Direct access to the ruins is only
available on special event days or for groups and
schools by a pre-booked guided tour. Please call 0121
348 8120 for further information.

Millennium Point, Curzon Street, Birmingham, B4 7XG
Open daily 10am – 5pm. Half price entry for Friends.
Charges apply to non-members.
Thinktank offers an extraordinary, fun-packed day
out for all the family. From steam engines to a talking
robot, this exciting museum is home to thousands of
fascinating objects, and over 200 hands-on displays
on science and technology.
This includes a state-of-the-art digital Planetarium,
and an interactive outdoor Science Garden, a gallery
dedicated to the iconic Spitfire as well as a number
of natural history displays. With an ever-changing
programme of demonstrations, workshops and
events, there is always something new to discover.

Above: Sarehole Mill

National Lottery through the Heritage Lottery Fund
(HLF).

25 Dollman Street, Birmingham, B7 4RQ
The Museum Collections Centre is where 80% of
Birmingham’s collections are stored. There are
free open afternoons from 1:30pm-3:30pm on the
last Friday of every month. These must be booked

Alwold Road, Weoley Castle, Birmingham, B29 5RJ.

in advance. Guided tours are also available by

Winter Opening Times: Open for special events only.

arrangement on other days. Please call 0121 348

The ruins at Weoley Castle are over 700 years old

8231 for more information or to book. n
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IN THE AREA
WHAT’S ON

in the area
Barber Institute of Fine Arts

University of Birmingham, Edgbaston, B15 2TS. www.barber.org.uk
Pride and Persecution
Until Sunday 21 January 2018. Jan Steen is one of the most
engaging and brilliant artists of the 17th century Dutch Golden
Age. Best known for humourous, gently moralising scenes of
everyday life, he also produced some 70 remarkable paintings
narrating scenes from the Bible and classical mythology and
history. This innovative exhibition puts into context the Barber’s
own Steen masterpiece, ‘The Wrath of Ahasuerus’, and features
important paintings, drawings and prints lent by collections
in the UK, Europe and the US. It explores the emerging Dutch
nation’s links and associations with the Biblical Israelites, the
connections of these paintings with contemporary Dutch
theatre, and the Barber painting’s fascinating history.
Tales From History

Christmas Music By Candlelight

In the deep, still darkness, only candles pierce the winter gloom.
And then, upon the silence, comes the luminous sound of a
choir in harmony. With a sequence of Christmas music old and
new, and readings to make you smile and reflect, our popular
Christmas concerts are a uniquely magical way to begin your
festive season. 7:30pm - 10pm. Conductor: Jeffrey Skidmore.
Friday 1 December: St Chad’s Church, Shrewsbury; Tuesday 5
December: St John’s Church, Hagley; Thursday 7 December: St
James the Greater, Leicester; Tuesday 12 December: Hereford
Cathedral, Hereford; Tuesday 19 - Saturday 23 December: St
Paul’s Church, Birmingham.

IKON Gallery
1 Oozells Square, Brindleyplace, Birmingham, B1 2HS.
Tel: 0121 248 0708. www.ikon-gallery.org. Ikon is open Tuesday to
Sunday and Bank Holiday Mondays 11am – 5pm.

Until Sunday 18 February 2018. History subjects from the Bible

Portrait of the Artist: Käthe Kollwitz

and classical mythology, in Dutch prints and drawings, feature

Until 26 November 2017. Käthe Kollwitz (née Schmidt, 1867–

in this display to complement ‘Pride and Persecution’. Focusing

1945) was one of the leading artists of the late nineteenth and

on some rarely shown prints and drawings by Rembrandt and

early twentieth centuries, notable for the emotional power of

his pupils, it also includes etchings by Dutch masters after

her drawing, printmaking and later sculpture. This exhibition

paintings by Adam Elsheimer, whose work was an important

focuses on around forty works from the British Museum’s

influence on Rembrandt. Subjects range from the humour of

remarkable print collection, alongside material drawn from

Latona and the Lycian Peasants to the gravity of the Death of

other UK public collections. The exhibition highlights the

the Virgin, via the high drama of the Fall of Icarus.

importance of Kollwitz’s work and celebrates the enduring

THE BMI
9 Margaret Street, Birmingham B3 3BS. www.bmi.org.uk
Christmas Wreath Making with Grace A. Williams
Saturday 2 December, 11am–4pm. Learn to make and decorate a

impact of her powerful and affecting images. The exhibition
is organised in partnership between Ikon and the British
Museum and is accompanied by a fully illustrated publication.
A British Museum and Ikon Partnership Exhibition. Generously
supported by the Dorset Foundation.

traditional spruce Christmas door wreath from scratch in this fun and

Edmund Clark

festive workshop. Every participant takes home a completed luxury

Wednesday 6 December 2017 - Sunday 11 March 2018. The current

wreath ready to hang – a beautiful addition to any Christmas home!

high level of criminal re-offending signifies an intrinsic failure

Hosted by artist and lecturer Grace A. Williams, you’ll pick up top

in Britain’s penal system. It is Ikon’s conviction that the arts can

industry tips and get in the Christmas spirit! No previous experience

be an especially effective way of engaging with offenders who

is necessary. Please note that lunch is not included. Cost: £30–£32.

feel alienated from mainstream education and employment, in

Ex Cathedra
CBSO Centre, Berkley Street, Birmingham B1 2LF.

order to break the vicious circle. Edmund Clark has been Ikon’s
artist-in-residence (2014-17) at Britain’s only therapeutic prison,
HMP Grendon in Buckinghamshire. An artist with a longstanding

Tel: 0121 616 32
3410.ARTEFACTS
www.excathedra.co.uk
interest in incarceration and its effects, this exhibition showcases
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concoctions of certain herbs... with the intent to cause miscarriage”
and was sentenced to transportation for fourteen years. Bock
arrived in Hobart, Australia, the following year, where he was
quickly pressed into service as a convict artist, engraving bank notes,
illustrations for a local almanac, cheques, commercial stationery and
so on. An early commission was a number of portraits of captured
bushrangers, before and after execution by hanging, including the
notorious cannibal Alexander Pearce.
The exhibition presents a selection of drawings, paintings and
photographs that demonstrate both his technical skill and
sensitivity to a wide range of subject matter. Bock’s portraits of
Tasmanian Aborigines, fellow criminals, free settlers in Hobart
Town, as well as nudes, landscapes and everyday scenes,
provide a touching insight into his domestic life.
The exhibition is organised in partnership between Ikon and the
Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery, Hobart.

Nuneaton Museum & Art Gallery
Riversley Park, Coton Road, Nuneaton CV11 5TU

Above: Thomas Bock, Mathinna (1842),
Watercolour, Collection Tasmanian Museum and
Art Gallery, presented by J H Clark, 1951
the body of work he has developed in response to the prison and

Tel: 024 7637 6158 • www.nuneatonandbedworth.gov.uk/museum
The museum is open Tuesday to Saturday 10.30am-4.30pm;
Sunday 2.00pm-4.30pm; Mondays closed. Check with the museum
for Christmas and New Year opening times.

helping to facilitate the prisoners’ own creative output. The work

Sharon Baker: ‘Manhole Covers: Pictures beneath your feet’

explores HMP Grendon as an environment and a process, as well

Saturday 16 December 2017 - Sunday 28 January 2018. Drain

as a place of incarceration, which is the result of Clark’s familiarity

covers, hydrants and boundary boxes are part of the street

and engagement with the prisoners, prison officers and staff’s
daily routine. The works raise important questions about ideas of

furniture we see everyday. Their designs are creatively
celebrated in this exhibition by printmaker Sharon Baker. She

representation, self-image, trauma and panopticism.

has created a series of multi-coloured photo-etchings inspired

Thomas Bock

The bold gestures and colours within her prints create abstract

Wednesday 6 December 2017 - Sunday 11 March 2018. This is the first

images out of the known and familiar. Sharon is a Birmingham

exhibition dedicated to the work of Thomas Bock (c.1793 – 1855)

based artist and member of Birmingham Printmakers. She has

since 1991, and the first ever outside of Australia. Bock was one of

exhibited widely: nationally and across the Midlands. For this

the most important artists working in Australia during the colonial

exhibition she hopes that viewers will experience a sense of

years. Born in Birmingham (UK), he trained as an engraver and

surprise as they recognise that the patterns created are inspired

miniature painter. In 1823 he was found guilty of “administering

by things they would usually expect to see under their feet. n
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HEREFORD
CATHEDRAL
CHORAL EVENSONG
‘ … one of England’s richest heritages – a living tradition
that costs precisely nothing to experience live.’
The Guardian
‘Oxbridge college chaplains have seen a steady but
noticeable increase in attendances at the early evening
services which combine contemplative music with the
16th-century language of the Book of Common Prayer’
Daily Telegraph

Can’t get to a cathedral or college chapel service?

You can listen to Choral Evensong from Hereford Cathedral in
your home or at your desk. Services sung by our choir are regularly
recorded and uploaded to our website.

www.herefordcathedral.org/webcasts

Or come along and hear our choir live! Choral Evensong is at 5.30pm
weekdays (except Wednesdays), 3.30pm Sundays in term-time. NOVEMBER 2017 - JANUARY 2018
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IN THE AREA
FEATURE

ART INTERACTION

FOR THE 21st century
How Scarlett Raven and Marc Marot are
changing the way the world views art.
the deeply personal process of creating her multilayered, experiential art.
Working exclusively with Blippar, world leaders in the
field of augmented reality, the viewer can use their
smartphone app to unlock Scarlett’s poignant work,
stripping away the countless layers of paint to reveal
the creative journey beneath each painting.
The daughter of acclaimed saxophonist Raphael
Ravenscroft, as a second-year student at Central
Following the sell-out success of her ground-breaking
augmented reality exhibition The Danger Tree last
year, Scarlett Raven and Marc Marot’s poignant First
World War commemoration will be on display at
Castle Fine Art in the ICC.

St Martins in 2009, Scarlett became one of the
youngest-ever painters to hold a solo exhibition at the
prestigious Cork Street Gallery. A further successful
show in 2010 was Paint at Hackneys Printhouse
Gallery and in 2012, once again at Cork Street
Gallery, she presented Flight. Her solo exhibition

Originally created to coincide with the 100-year

The Eleventh Hour at Castle Fine Art, Mayfair, in 2014

anniversary of the end of The Battle of the Somme, the

was in collaboration with The Royal British Legion, to

innovative project saw Scarlett and record executive

commemorate the centenary of the First World War

Marc Marot join forces to create a series of haunting

and emphasise the importance of remembrance and

paintings which reveal the true heartbreak of war.

the enduring symbolism of the poppy.

The Danger Tree was inspired by the legendary First

In conjunction with The Danger Tree, a striking series of

World War poets Wilfred Owen, Siegfried Sassoon and

signed limited-edition works is available from Castle

Rupert Brooke, and is a tribute to the Newfoundland

Fine Art. Presented as both giclees on paper and hand-

Regiment who used a tree about halfway into ‘No

embellished canvas editions, these pieces are beautifully

Man’s Land’ to gather. Regrettably, the tree was highly

framed to showcase the level of detail in the work. n

visible to two German machine gun nests, resulting
in almost the entire regiment being wiped out within
20 minutes of the commencement of hostilities. So it

www.castlegalleries.com/thedangertree
www.scarlettraven.com

became known amongst soldiers as The Danger Tree

To unlock the multiple layers in Scarlett’s work,

– a replica of the twisted tree now stands to mark the

download the Blippar app through the iOS app store or

spot. Scarlett and Marc’s aim was to draw attention to

the Google Play store for Android and simply scan the

the humanity behind the horror, their interpretation of

thumbnail image of Scarlett’s work on the Castle Fine Art

this devastating and touching part of human history.

advertisement on the opposite page.

Scarlett is amongst the first oil painters to work in the
exciting world of augmented reality, which reveals
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EXHIBITIONS FOCUS

BEYOND
THE
BATTLEFIELDS:
KÄTHE BUCHLER´S PHOTOGRAPHS OF GERMANY IN THE GREAT WAR
BY JILL WARREN
This exhibition focuses on the amateur photographer Käthe Buchler,
whose work forms one of the featured collections of the Museum für
Photographie Braunschweig, Lower Saxony.
Buchler

the

were made for a UK touring exhibition, which will

German home front during

photographed

be the first time Käthe Buchler’s work has been

the First World War. Her

seen outside Germany.

black & white images feature
members

of

her

family,

working children and a series
called ‘women in men’s jobs’.
Matthew Shaul, one of the

The story of Käthe Buchler is remarkable for a woman
of the time; she was in many ways a typical bourgeois
wife and mother, but related by marriage to the
Voigtländer family – producers of some of Germany’s

exhibition’s curators and until recently Artistic Director

finest cameras. She was encouraged by her relatives

at the University of Hertfordshire Galleries, discusses

and able to develop her skills as a photographer

her achievements and how the exhibition evolved.

indulging what had begun as a hobby to create an

While visiting Germany in 2015, Matthew found
himself close to Braunschweig and with a keen
interest in contemporary photography, chose

extraordinary and unique reflection of Kaiser Wilhelm’s
Germany, the First World War and its aftermath. This
photograph (top left) is a self-portrait c.1905.

to visit the “tiny, but remarkable” photography

Käthe Buchler was profoundly hard of hearing and

museum there. Housed in the two gatehouses

was able to perfect her skills as a photographer at

of a castle, Matthew met the director and, while

Berlin’s Lette Verein - a professional and technical

there, took the opportunity to browse through the

school - during frequent visits to the city while being

museums past exhibition catalogues, two of which

treated for her deafness. She is much less well

featured Käthe Buchler’s work. The foundations

known but the sweep and the social documentary

of this unique exhibition were laid when he and a

ambition of her work has been compared favourably

number of colleagues revisited in 2016 and plans

to August Sander (1876 – 1964), a German portrait
and documentary photographer who has been
described as “the most important German portrait
photographer of the early twentieth century.”
Buchler was a pillar of German society, and when
WWI started she became a dedicated member of the
Nationaler Frauendienst – a women’s volunteer group
in the service of the state. Käthe made a significant
contribution to the support of wounded soldiers and
the local orphanage and several of her photographs
are of its residents.
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Käthe Buchler’s images provide a rich and unexpected
history of the war in Germany away from the fighting.
Her images of the orphanage’s children present the
everyday effect of war on families, while others feature
troops who have been injured and are recuperating
back in their homeland. Another series features the
role of ‘Women in Men’s Jobs’, detailing the dislocations
of life when the men were away at the front and how
women had to step into unfamiliar roles: ‘Female
Train Conductors’ (undated) is shown here. While the

Engagement Centres at the University of Birmingham

photographs in Birmingham Museum & Art Gallery

(voicesofwarandpeace.org.uk) and the University of

are black and white, Buchler helped pioneer a new

Hertfordshire (everydaylivesinwar.herts.ac.uk). n

technique from 1907. The exhibitions in Hatfield and
Manchester include a series of ‘Autochromes’ – the
first commercially available colour photographic
process. The mainly private and domestic scenes
she photographed using the Autochrome process
represent a substantial development of her skills as
a colour photographer, and a withdrawal from public
life, featuring as they do almost exclusively private
and domestic scenes.

You can see this exhibition featuring Käthe
Buchler’s photographs at Birmingham Museum
& Art Gallery from 20 October 2017 – 14 January
2018 at Chamberlain Square, Birmingham B3
3DH. Opening times: Monday - Thursday 10am5pm, Friday 10:30am-5pm, Saturday and Sunday
10am-5pm. The exhibition has been co-curated
by Dr Nicola Gauld, Coordinator for the Voices
of War & Peace WW1 centre. This event is free.

As we approach the 100th anniversary of the end of
the Great War, the five First World War Engagement
Centres funded by the Arts & Humanities Research
Council are connecting academic and public histories
of the War and its legacy (for more information visit
ww1engage.org.uk). Käthe Buchler’s photographs offer
fascinating comparisons with images and memorabilia
from the same period in the UK. ‘Beyond the Battlefields’
is a touring exhibition co-organised by the University
of Hertfordshire Galleries, Museum für Photographie
Braunschweig and the AHRC funded First World War

www.birminghammuseums.org.uk
The exhibition will tour to the Grosvenor Gallery, part of
the Holden Gallery, Manchester Metropolitan University
2 February – 1 March 2018 and the University of
Hertfordshire Galleries 15 March – 5 May 2018.
OPPOSITE: TOP: Käthe Buchler, self-portrait, c. 1905.
BOTTOM: Children queuing to deliver recovered glass bottles,
c. 1915. ABOVE: LEFT: Group picture of the best collectors
awarded with rabbits, 1915. RIGHT: ‘Woman train conductors’
from the series ‘Women in Men’s Jobs’
All photographs © Estate of Käthe Buchler - Museum für
Photographie Braunschweig/Deposit Stadtarchiv Braunschweig
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FOCUS ON LOCAL
CULTURAL ORGANISATIONS

BIRMINGHAM

PRINTMAKERS
BY Jill warren
Birmingham Printmakers have recently moved into a workshop
at the Jubilee Centre in Digbeth and are keen to attract more
creative members to enjoy these new facilities. Sharon Baker,
Company Secretary, discusses the benefits for both established
and emerging artists of using a shared work space.
Birmingham Printmakers is a not-for-

bath and other equipment around the

profit company limited by guarantee. It is

clock and 7 days a week. Members pay

an artist-led, membership organisation

a monthly fee for use of these facilities

which provides facilities for printmakers

and while a part time technician is

and artists to work with specialised

employed, all the committee give their

equipment to produce original pieces

time freely.

of art. Sharon has been a member since
the early 1990s when she graduated

Many of the members exhibit their

in Fine Arts and needed space to carry

work locally and further afield either

on her specialism, printmaking. Now

as individuals or in conjunction with

Company Secretary of the newly formed

other artists. Sharon said they are

company and part of the committee that

currently looking for venues to create a

runs the facility, she and a dozen others

group exhibition in the local vicinity to

enable the 40 or so members to use the

promote both the unique work they do

dark room, screen printer beds, water

and to encourage others to join them.
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above:
Sharon Baker
Bottom left:
‘SV Red Stripe’
Sharon Baker
Bottom CENTRE:
‘Atlanterra’
Tim Southall
Bottom right:
‘Robot Monolith’
Sharon Baker
opposite:
Birmingham
Printmakers

Birmingham Printmakers run courses for adults at

While a certain level of confidence and competence

their new premises in the Jubilee Centre and also

is required because of the use of machinery at the

offer bespoke courses off-site to colleges, schools,

workshop, there is an induction session available for

private companies, community groups, museums

new members. When more experienced printmakers

and art galleries. Courses include: Introduction to

are in the workshop they will also give help and advice.

Reduction Lino Printing, Autumn & Winter Screen

The members work with a wide variety of clients

Printing and Safe Etch Technique.

ranging from galleries to illustrating agencies which

The Printmakers produce a wide variety of work, a

recently include Birmingham Museum & Art Gallery

selection of which can be seen on the website. Sharon

and the Barber Institute. Sharon and the committee

herself is doing a solo exhibition later in the year

of the Birmingham Printmakers welcome enquires

entitled ‘Manhole Covers: Pictures Beneath Your Feet’

regarding the facilities available and on the different

exploring the imagery found in popular culture and

courses they run. Please see the website below

the urban environment, a part of her current creative

for more details and an informative video showing

focus. In 2015 the Birmingham Printmakers members

the range of opportunities on offer. Birmingham

worked with a number of community groups on a

Printmakers are proud of the contribution they make

record breaking lino print commemorating the Rugby

to the creative life of the City. n

World Cup completing around 3 metres of the final
33.51 metre print!
Sharon enjoys the creative side of sharing ideas with
others and trying out different techniques plus the

For more details of the courses, to view the artists’
work or to find out more about membership please
visit: www.birminghamprintmakers.org

reward of supporting new members who discover

Birmingham Printmakers, Unit 312 Jubilee Centre,

a hidden talent or develop their artistic practice.

130 Pershore Street, Birmingham, B5 6ND.
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FRIENDS’ DIARY

NOVEMBER 2017
Monday 13

#

The National Memorial Arboretum, Alrewas

Wednesday 22

#

‘Idylls and Idols: Victorian and Edwardian Bronze Sculptures’ – Brendan Flynn

Tuesday 28

*

Out-of-Hours Tour of the RBSA’s Members and Associates Exhibition

december 2017
Wednesday 6

#

‘100 Views of Birmingham’: Talk & Demonstration – Mike Allison

Friday 8		

*

Attingham Park - ‘Christmas 1940’

Tuesday 12

+

‘Looking Up: how we see further’ - Colin Hutcheson

january 2018
Monday 8

*

‘Titanic: Voyage into Destiny’: Part 1 of 4 - Building the Dream - Andrew Lound

Tuesday 16

*

‘Weeping Angels – interpreting the symbolism of the Victorian cemetery’ – David Moore

february 2018
Tuesday 13

*

‘The Camino de Santiago: History & Revival’ - Rob Halley

Tuesday 6

*

‘Making New Medicines’ – Professor David Williams

Monday 19

*

Tate Modern, London: ‘The EY Exhibition: Picasso 1932 - Love, Fame, Tragedy’

Thursday 29

++

‘Dippy the Dinosaur’ - Lukas Large

##

Friends International Holiday to Nice & the French Riviera

Thursday 3

++

‘Titanic: Voyage into Destiny’: Part 2 of 4 - Andrew Lound

Wednesday 9

++

St Mary’s College, Oscott

++

‘Dippy the Dinosaur Exhibition’ - Lukas Large

march 2018

April 2018
Friday 20 Friday 27

May 2018

June 2018
Monday 4
*

Details are enclosed with this mailing, and application forms are included in posted versions of this
magazine (see note on page 6).

**

Fully booked, sorry!

#

Included in a previous mailing, but places are still available. Please contact the Friends’ office if you
would like to book a place.

+

Included in a previous mailing, but places are still available. Application forms are included in
posted versions of this magazine (see note on page 6).

##

No application forms for this event. Please contact Barbara Preece to book your place.

++

Dates for your diary - no applications in this mailing.

EVENT KEY
ANNUAL EVENT
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DAYTIME TALK

EVENING EVENT

GUIDED TOUR

OUTING

The next issue of Artefacts will be published in JANUARY 2018
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